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fact that it gave classical scholars on this side no small

task to hunt up and verify references that in some in

stances were strange to them . Of course , The

Londoner's ” criticism revolves entirely around Mr.

Bligh Bond's Gate of Remembrance." We are

mainly concerned with the general principles involved .

They do not repose solely on that book, but belong to

the whole question of psychic communication .
Subscription Rates. - Twelve months, 10s. 10d . ; six months, 6s. 5d.

Payments must be made in advance. To United States, 2dol . 70c . То
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NOTES BY THE WAY.

as

In The Betrothal ; or the Blue Bird Chooses , '

Maurice Maeterlinck has produced a delightful sequel

to his famous play, “ The Blue Bird . " In this new

play the fairy, Berylune, tells Tyltyl, now grown to a

youth of sixteen , that“ anything that's ugly isn't true

-a deep philosophical truth with many bright meanings,
Thus, in one scene in which he is in a dream -worldat

night and meets someof the village girls, one of whom

he has to select as a life -partner, he is afraid that the

girls will quarrel and awaken his parents . But Bery

lune tells him he is now in a world in which men and

women do not quarrel and bear malice towards each

other . All of that was merely make believe and does

not exist deep down ." True enough , and we are re

minded of a remark in an article in the Times

cently , in which a writer observes, that there is some

thing essentially incongruous between evil and a man's

true self . The play is really a romance of the eternal

verities , the truths so subtly suggested in “ The Blue

Bird are here carried to deeper and more beautiful

issues .

While our legislators are endeavouring to construct

for us a new Earth , The Londoner," in the “ Evening

News ,” has been busy fashioning a new heaven - we use,

the term to cover generally the future state . He has

also imagined a set of rules for spirits— " ghosts ,

he prefers to call them — and as these particular ghosts

exist only in his imagination, they will doubtless con

form . They are a kind ofstereotyped spirits. If one of

these spirits lived on earth in , say , the fourteenth cen

tury, he would return to earth exactly as he left it . If

he were a knight he would be in correct armour, point

device in every detail , every manner and peculiarity of

carriage and speech exact. He would not have ad

vanced or altered in the least during the four or five

centuries . It is very curious, because “ The Londorer”

thinks when ghosts don't do these things they are

" sham " ghosts. We, who have grown familiar with

the mutable things of the psychic world , know differ

ently. We think of the sham ghost as the historical

ghost who reproduces too closely the things that we

learned of him in our history books. There is a sus

picion of art and artifice about this kind of spirit - we

suspect it to be the outcome of the imagination of the

ghost seers , schooled to know what to look for anú to

see that they get it . We have had in our time sharply

to question accounts of historical ghosts who were

altogether too like their recorded history to be quite

natural and convincing.

re

* * *

In reading “ The Betrothal, ' we are struck not”

only by the beautiful play of fantasy but the delicious

satire. Thus we find “ DestinyDestiny " treated as something

pretentious and ludicrous. It shrivels and wilts , but

even as it does so , it murmurs its old watchwords, “ I

never change. I amalways the same . I am insuper

able , insensible , invulnerable, immutable, inexorable .

This is not Maeterlinck's view. It is really heredity

that matters . It is the ancestry of the man that mo:ilds

his career. Of course, from our point of view, this is

only part of the truth , although we stand for a measure

of free -will in humanity, and have no belief in fixed fate ,

holding thatman is himself part of the destiny assigned

to him . Something rests in his own power. The

scene in which Tyltyl's children yet-to -be select the

girl he is to marry for their mother is delightful,

although we fancy the idea is one which, in a somewhat

different form , the Belgian poet has already dealt with

in one of his books . " The Betrothal " is published by

Methuen (Ltd. ) at the price of 6s . net .

* * *

We have dealt in the leading article this week with

some of The Londoner's objections . We hav: to

deal lightly with the question , because it is far too deep

a matter to be handled exhaustively , touching, as it does ,

on deep psychological questions of other -world conditions,

which do not come within the province of antiquary or

journalist. But let him not suppose that because

spirits do not generally act as he thinks they should act

that they can never reproduce some of their old earth

conditions with considerable fidelity . Something de

pends , of course, on the time when they passedfrom

earth and the extent to which they have lost touch with

their old conditions . Mostly, we have reason to believe ,

it is a matter of difficulty. Those who have studied the

literature of psychical research are familiar with the

point. In a few instances the circumstances are re

versed , and the spirit communicators presentus with pro

lems concerningthemselves which have to be painfully

unravelled by experts and are then found correct. An

example of this kind is found in “ The Ear of Dionysius,'

by Mr. Gerald Balfour. Here the spirit communicators

claiming to have been persons who were considerable

classical scholars on earth, afforded such proofs of the
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COMMON-SENSE SPIRITUALISM : TWO

SYMPOSIA.
masses .
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16 Log u8

By STANLEY DE BRATH , M.Inst.C.E. (“ V.C. Desertis " ' ) .

(Continued from page 99. )

SOLDIER. There are inferences you have not drawn, but

which seem to me pretty obvious . As we are limited by three

dimensional matter, all, or nearly all, ourcurrent ideas are,

and are meant to be, drawn from its conditions ; so that all

our notions of spirit -action must remain three-dimensional,

and therefore very imperfect . Much more, too, our notions

of the Divine action are, and must always be, conceived

under human imagery, for no other would be understood.

Thatbeing so, it is quite reasonable to speak of God's wrath ,

or His judgment, or His government, so long as we have at

the back of our minds the certainty that these are figures,

and not absolute.

CHAPLAIN . Cela donne à penser . That is true enough.

But what do you mean, inore exactly ?

S. I mean what the prophets mean when they speak of

God's eyes, or the work of His hands, that everything we

can attribute to Him is in terms of human experience ; so

that all suchlanguage is literary and figurative, conveying

by imagery the nearest ideas we can receive, the ideas of

forgiveness and protection as much as any others .

C. I should not deny that; but surely some definite

creed is necessary , or all ideas evaporate in a nebulous

generality

S. Perhaps, but the trouble begins when the ideas are

erected into dogmas and taught as final truth .
But one

hesitates to speak of these matters with a parson .

C. You need not with me; it is one of our misfortunes

thatthe laity do not speak their real thoughts .

S. The clergy do not, as a rule, encourage us to do so .
When I was a subaltern I remember how I and another sub .

were discussing hell," very ignorantly of course , in a
railway carriage on the way to Quetta . At a roadside

station the chaplain got in, and A- who loves a joke,

said to the padre, • You have come just in time ; B

here doesn't believe in hell. " The chaplain turned gravely

to me and said, “ I fear you will be grievously undeceived
some day. ” That doesn't help intercourse.

C. No, certainly it does not. But you can speak frankly
to nie . After having been told a few times that “ We don't
want no b- parsons here,” I can stand most things.

S. Well, youknow I am a member of the Church of

England and a Spiritualist, so you won't be hurt if I say

frankly, that the Church has lost the working classes and
the 'intelligentsia " by missing, one opportunity after

another. In about the year 1860 Churchmen began to hear

of geology, which had been studied for thirty years by

Murchison and the French geologists ; they took their stand

on the book of Genesis . Some even said that the Devil had

put the fossils into the rocks to discredit the Bible . Then

came Bishop Colenso with his somewhat childish demonstra

tion that the story of the Wanderings of the Israelites in

the Wilderness must be very inexact ; he was hounded out of

the Church . Then came the real Higher Criticism which

proved indubitably that the Old Testament is not a collection

of original records, but that these have been collated, com

piled , edited , re-edited, and altered according to the ideas
of the time; but the clergy still held to literal inspiration ,

and many still work their Sunday schools on the same lines .

Then came Darwin, and you , yourself, must remember the
flutter in the clerical dovecotes , and the fury with which

the “ Descent of Man " was assailed . The clergy lost

another great opportunity of leadership , they left it to
Huxley to show that the cosmic process is inapplicable to

moral evolution , *, and to Benjamin Kidd to demonstrate

that the means of that evolution is the transmission of the

“ cultural inheritance " which can transform ideas in one

generationt . Then came the Education Acts , and another

opportunity was lost by quarrels about creeds and sects,

instead of taking the line that all education has a moral

aspect, especially History and Science , and showing exactly
how each can be used to develop the moral sense . The crux

now is Spiritualism , and the line generally taken is either
the Roman Catholic view of diabolism ; or that of the Rev.

E. W. Barnes, Master of the Temple, who writes, with the

approval of the Liverpool Diocesan Board of Divinity,**
that Spiritualism is a degrading illusion, " instead of

recognising its proved facts and its scientific and moral

principle.

C. That is only too true ; and I shall not try to excuse

it, though there are many to whom your indictment does

not apply - Kingsley, F. D. Maurice, Haweis , Arthur

Chambers, Archdeacon Wilberforce and Mr. Fielding-Ould

amongothers — all of them clergymen .

. S. My dear padre, I meant no indictment. I know and

respect these men, but you will admit that most of them

had a hard time at the hands of their brethren. I only

state the facts which explain why the Church has lost hold ,

and given a handle to grossly ignorant and coarse abuse like

that of Colonel Ingersoll, which has such a hold on the

ENGINEER (going to the bookshelves ) : Yes. Just look at

Thanksgiving Sermon ” republished by a provincial

Spiritualist paper in October, 1918 (reads) : --

“ What good has the Church done ? Let us be honest,

let us be generous. Did Christ or any of his apostles add to

the sum of useful knowledge ?
The saints did not

assist their fellow men they did not labour ; they were

parasites ; they were holy vermin . What collection of

priests, of theologians, of ministers, have ever published a
useful 'fact to the human race ? I admit that they

looked over a numberof Jewish books and picked out those

that Jehovah wrote ; I admit that. (Laughter .) Did they

give us even a hint as to any useful thing ? They gave us,

I admit, predestination, and just enough free will to go to
hell with. (Laughter and applause .) Did they show

us how to produce anything for food ? No. But they dis

covered that a peasant girl in Palestine was the mother of

God . And how did they prove that ? By a dream .

(Laughter .) Theyproved that a Jewish carpenter was
God . What has theChurch done ? It hasfilled the

world with faith and crime . Can any farmer,

mechanic, or scientist find in the New Testament, or the
Old , one useful fact ? "

And so on for page after page. And weare assured that

some thousands ofcopies have been sold " quite recently,

and it is reprinted in aSpiritualistic paper published in the

provinces " at the request of many interested readers ” who

have not been able to get copies. This is one fors:l of

democratic Spiritualism that is fast becoming an anti

Christian sect under this kind of guidance.
PHYSICIAN. Pass me the book, please . Who is this

" Colonel " ?

E. Hewas a New York lawyer, and lecturer, Attorney

General of Illinois, whohad between 1861 and 1863 theorgan

ising of some U.S. cavalry . He died not long ago , in 1899, I

think .

P. He seems to think that Religion ought to show

inspiration by revealing physics , agriculture, and

mechanics. It is silly stuff.

E. Yes, very silly. But he is dead, and cannot answer,

which is just as well , for he had a bitter tongue.

remember his virtues--if he had any ; and forget his faults,

if we can , as the American orator said . But the point is

that this kind ofwriting has still a very great influence in

the North of England among the working classes. It is just

the kind of literature which swarmed like maggots in 1790.

C. How would you combat it ?

S. I would not combat it at all. People who can read

and applaud such colossal ignorance of history and fanatical

ill-will, are beyond argument of any kind. It must be left

to die a natural death in a more educated atmosphere.

Those who help to destroy its influence are men like the

senior chaplain with certain of the Canadian forces, a man
who by his position might quite properly have remained in

rear of the fighting, but always went over thetop with

the men to minister to the wounded. He was idolised by the

men of the 14th battalion , and all he said was both respected

and believed . Others who help to neutralise it are those

clergy who recognise that the average man is not interested

in the past, but in the present. The average man

nothing for dogma, nor for doctrinal continuity, nor, for

sacraments, nor for Jewish history, till he has been con

vinced that there is a spirit-world at all . When men realise

that, they will learn that it hasits laws of inexorable conse

quence here and now, as well as hereafter. They will under

stand that God acts in the human worldby and through

human beings, as He acts in the world of Nature byand
throughthelaws which express Hisorder andunchangeable

They will understand that the Love of God is shown

by the instant help and strength which is given to all who

ask, rather than by any long past atoning sacrifice for the

sins of the world . They will even understand what the

Liverpool Board of Divinity seems to consider an insoluble

question --why God permits evil_because a perfect world

might have beencreated , but could not be evolved , for there

can be no moral evolution without the power of choice

the knowledge of Good and Evil — with the consequences

attaching to each .

P. That must be a slow process . I know the North pretty

well, and I know that this carefully inculcated class -enmity

has gone deep, especially among those whom I should call
the well-to -doworking classes. The idea has been sedulously

fostered that the “ English Junkers," as they call the wholo

middle classes , want to establish militarism in order to

finish with strikes . Some still repeat the inanity that they

would as soon be under the Kaiser as under King George.

Weare a stupid people.
E. I don't think so ; but we a desperately un

imaginative people. We foresee nothing , and never look to

the causes of things . The change I look forward to need

not be a slow process ; it depends on giving to the rising

generation that “ cultural inheritance " which we, in this

room , have received . It has given us data , and tastes .

But the English disinclination to accurate thinking is en

couraged in our schools, which teach no history worth the

name ; and in our churches, which tacitly assume from the

Hebrew writings that God controls national destinies by

direct action, and pray to Him to do for us what CARISI has

6
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** Evolution and Ethics . "

t " Sociology ” and “ The Science of Power

** “ Spiritualism and the Christian Faith .” Liverpool Board of

Divinity Publications, No. XIII , (Longmans) ,
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told us He would do through us . Hence the commonalty

has no means of applying the lessons of the past, which are,

for them , non-existent. The schools and the churches are

still asleep.

C. But we are not asleep : we are appealing for five

million pounds to build fresh churches in connection with

the National Housing Scheme.

S. I know that ; but those churches will remain as empty

of working men as the presentchurches are unless you can
vitalise religion by leading the Spiritualist movement for the

middle classes. You have already lost the artizans. You

have to show , I think, that the modern spiritual gifts are

line for line those described by St. Paul in the disorderly

Corinthian church . They are strikingly identical — there are

the workings of powers ( physical phenomena); there is

“discerning of spiritsof spirits ”(clairvoyance) , there are tongues";

(as useless asever) ; there are healings, such as those testified

to in the little book, “ One Thing I Know " (Elliot Stock ,

1918 ); there are prophecies, mostly as futile as

Shepherd of Hermas (of the second century , A.D.), but

some genuine* ; there is knowledge, conveying at least

some idea of the after- life. There are even faith and wisdom

which see that the moral factor is everywhere and always

supreme, determining to what purposes physical forces shall

be put. These things were the proof to the first century of

the reality of the soul and of the Spirit working on it.

They are similarly proof to the present time. They make

the super-natural credible, as à higher province of the

natural.

C. Yes. I thinkso , too ; but we clergy are in adifficult

position; we often have the alternative of offending the

intelligent or the unintelligent members of our congregations.

( To be continued .)

76 The

On Saturday afternoon , the 22nd ult ., at St. Mary's,

Charing Cross -road, W.C. , the Rev. G. C. Rawlinson, M.A.,

lectured on the above subject to a fairly largecongregation.

The lecturer stated that the time was past for reasonable

men and women to dismiss the phenomena of Spiritualism

as unworthy of attention . There was no doubt that their

truth had been amply demonstrated and the great war had

led people who had lost their loved ones to turn their serious

attention to the question whether those who had died were

not still alive and able to communicate with the living . He

stated that a belief in immortality and communion with the

departed had existed and been practised in all ages from

the earliest times and mostly by the ignorant or savage

races of mankind. Referring to the labours of the Society

for Psychical Research, the speaker paid a warm tributeto the

integrity of such men as F. W. H. Myers and Edmund

Gurney ,whose names would long be held in thehighest honour.

The highest value was to be placed upon the splendid work

done by these men , and he spoke in glowing terms of the Right

Hon. Gerald W. Balfour and the book he produced “ The

Ear of Dionysius . ' The lecturer fully admitted the pheno

mena of Spiritualism , although he did not accept the inter

pretation of the Spiritualists. The discovery of what was

known as telepathy , so splendidly demonstrated by thə in

vestigations of the Society for Psychical Research, had in

his view , robbed Spiritualists of a great part of their

evidence for belief in the communications of departed

spirits. He thought that since this mental faculty of

telepathy had been discovered, it was not impossible that

in the course of time the solution of many, if not all of the

so-called evidences would be discovered to proceed from still

further aptitudes of the mind as yet quite unknown. Like

Mr. F. Bligh Bond , the eminent architect— who through a

medium discovered the lost Edgar Chapel at Glastonbury

Abbey—he did not attribute the communications to spirits

but to a special department of the mind as yet unknown. The

only communications which did come from departed spirits

and there were very few instances at all - were neither from

those spirits who were in hell, nor from those who were in

heaven , but only from those who were in an intermediate

state (neither good nor bad) but who were of the earth

earthy, and whose thoughts and interests were solely con

cerned with the mundane world . He therefore thought it

was wisest and best for people generally to leave Spiritualism

entirelyalone and await the probably further discovery of

hidden faculties of the mind, as mostly harm would result

from the practice of and belief in it , while it denied the

doctrines of the Church .

P. S.

PROFESSOR HYSLOP ON SPIRIT COMMUNI.

CATIONS.

A NOTE TO INQUIRERS AND CRITICS .

>
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In tho January issue of the “ Journal of the American

Society for Psychical Research, " Professor Hyslop has an
article on

Recent Experiments in Communication . " We

take from it the following excerpt as having an important

bearing on recent discussions in the Press :

The primary difficulty that we believers in spirits lave

to meet is that, unless the whole contents of the messages

stand out self-evidently as from the particular spirits

claimed to be present, none of it can claim such an origin.

But we shall have to emphasise the fact that it is possible

to maintain that spirits maybe the stimulus of much that

does not reflect their personality or personal identity at all.

We have been so much under the domination of that

psychology which explains everything by “ faculties " that
we forget two things. The first is that no “ faculty acts

except under some sort of stimulus, and, second, that the

contents of mental action may never reflect the nature of

the stimulus. This is true of normal life and is much more

likely to be true of the abnormal and supernormal. We can

expect to get communications intact only when they can be

transmitted without modification by the medium , and we

know no analogies for this even in the physical world,

except theapproximation to it in the transmission of motion.

Buteven here ihe medium must be exactly like the source

of the motion to reduce the variations in kind to the

minimum . But with the isolation from each other which

we find in normal human experience, and the difficulty of

communicating human knowledge from person to

another without recognising the personal equation and the

purely symbolic nature of human speech , we must become

aware of the liability to modification of messages trans

mitted to us from the dead. No message will be pure, and

we shall have to learn to look upon the whole proces, as

one in which the stimulus is not a transmitted one any

more than it is by the intercourse of language . No man can

repeat another's conversation unless he can commit it to

memory ,, and rarely does one report the statements of

another inany other form than his own understanding of

them , and in his forms of speech . Spiritistic

messages are not at all likely to be otherwise, if there is any

continuity in nature whatever. Spirits may be the stimuli of

messages without being the formative agents for their ex

pression . The sooner this is learned the better. I do not

claim for spiritistic influence anything more than this . It

may be that it often is much more, and that the trans

mission of knowledge intact takes place . But it is not

necessary to insist that it is so . It suffices to hold that

the “ medium ” translates stimuli into meaning, just as the

living mind does in regard to its own sensoryimpressions.

Wo must remove those illusions of both the public and the

scientific man which assume that the communications are

wholly spiritistic and not affected by the subject which

serves as the instrument of their passage. When we have

once seized and comprehended the idea that the medium's

own mind is a modifying factor in the phenomena we shall

be in a position to understand the complexities of the prob

lem , and we shall not understand it at all until we take that

point of view .

6

One more dream-story of a race . There must be some

thing in the excitement that a race sets up to account for

these dreams. We quote from the “ Daily Telegraph .”

“ We commend to the attention of the Society for

Psychical Research the latest dream -story in connection with

racing. A well-known ex-military sportsman for some

weeks past had made up his mind that he would ' try and

dream the winner of the Lincoln Handicap . This ingenious

idea of his he announced to several of his friends, who

naturally smiled somewhat sceptically, at the would-be seer.
However, on Monday night five times in succession ho

dreamt that No. 13 ' had won the race . As there was no

horse of that name the sportsman in question came to the

conclusion that his vision must refer to the number on the

card . He made no secret of his belief , and yesterday morn

ing he sent a message to King's Cross to get the card and

back his dream -number. There were no cards to be had at

the station. Accordingly he wired to Messrs . W. H. Smith
& Son's bookstall at Lincoln for the name of No. 13 on

to-day's card for the Handicap .' The answer came back

promptly, " Wise Man.' The resolute dreamer immediately

backed the horse, with the happy result that all wise racing

men now wot of. Every detail of this singular story is

absolutely true and there are many who can testify to

having heard the prophecy of ' No. 13 ' delivered on

Tuesday afternoon . "

-From Jottings."

6
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MRS. ALICE HARPER , from Australia , New Zealand and

the United States , is on a visit to London and will be pre .

pared to arrange with Societies and others to give singleor
course lectures on Spiritualism and allied subjects. Com
munications should be addressed to her at 72 , Agamemnon

road , West Hampstead , N.W.

MR. EDWARD CLODD AS AN AUTHORITY. – Finally, how

much investigation has Mr. Clodd done ? He fortunately

informs us himself. He attended one séance , about fifty

years ago , but has forgotten most of what happened.

Thus equipped , he sets out to controvert theopinions of

those who have investigated for thirtyor forty years .---J .

ARTHUR HILL, in “ Spiritualism : Its History, Phenomena,

and Doctrine."

"

* “ Private Dowding.” published in 1917, foretold the end of light

ing in 1918, peace in 1919, and the splitting up of Germany.
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be heard on their own subject as The Londoner

his subject, the lore of antiquity.

Wehave touched but lightly on the question raised by

“ The Londoner ," meaning to be suggestive rather than

exhaustive. Those who wish to study the question

minutely will find no lack of literature dealing with it .

It is quite familiar to Psychical Research.

The practical test of the communications in the Glas

tonbury scripts was that the statements made resulted

in the discovery of the Chapel. The question of the

language in which the messages came is purely an aca

demic matter. Many messages provingtheir authen

ticity by their veridical character, come through ” at

times in uncouth , improbable shapes. Havingsettled

their truth and all that it implies, the external form

of the communication becomes a subsidiary considera

tion , important in its way of course, but not of primal

importance . We hold it over for further inquiry . The

truth or falsity of spirit communication does not rest

upon these things, especiallyafter the unseen communi

cators have informed us of the difficult, uncertain , and

often complex conditions under which they sometimes

labour in getting their messages through to us . They tell

us of relays of communicators, mental confusion , mixed

thought influences and other adverse factors. In short,

we have all the preliminary difficulties inseparable from

the perfecting of every new invention . If it were other

wise, spirit communication would be supernatural,

miraculous.

>

PSYCHIC SCIENCE AND THE PRESS .

NOTES BY AN ONLOOKER .

)

the 16

In the “ Evening News " of the 24th ult., under the

title , “ The Ghosts that cheated Sir Conan Doyle ," that

engaging writer, “ The Londoner, ” devotes his gossipy

paragraphs to Mr. Bligh Bond's book , “ The Gates of
Remembrance . He begins by some allusions to Sir

Arthur Conan Duyle, and cites Sir Arthur's opinion that,

of spirit communications, ” by far the most extraordin

ary are those which led to the discovery of the lost

Edgar Chapel of Glastonbury Abbey." And then , ap

parently forgetting that the main point of the com

munications is that they led to the discovery of the lost
Chapel , “ The Londoner " turns his attention to the

quality of the script regarded as mediæval English .

Experto crede , and , indeed, no one who is acquairted

with “ The Londoner " or his qualifications would dis

pute his claim to pronounce as an expert on antiquarian

matters . He firds many flaws in the “ old English

of the messages. Some of them are such as we cur

selves might never have detected . But at least it may

be said that we never accepted the script as being

throughout in genuine English of the medieval stamp.

Indeed, we suppose no person of any literary education
could do so . We saw flaws in it . So did Mr. Bligh

Bond himself and some of his friends . The con

doner " alludes to " the Wardour Street language.

But several months ago Mr. Bligh Bond publicly called

attention to the style of his script as suggestive of

“ Wardour Street Lnglish .' The Londoner is a

day after the fair.” It is not safe to presume tou faz

upon the supposed ignorance of the objects of cre's

criticism .

We read " The Londoner's " remarks with interest,

even with appreciation. We learned something con

cerning mediæval English . But we learned nothing at

all concerning psychical science . He is clearly not an

expert in that . We confess to difficulties in the direc

tion of understarding some of the modes of spirit com

munication . We have our theories concerning them ,

theories that are borne out by somepractical experien ::es,

although there are still things which are obscure, be

cause there is a region of psychology yet to be explored

and understood .

We have learned that communications from

“ ghosts " ( " The Londoner " prefers that word ) are

conveyed telephatically , generally in the form of un
articulated thought, by impression ” in fact , and

clothed often in the language of the medium. Where

the medium is highly educated and with a mind of

dramatic quality, there is frequently an unconscious or

sub-conscious colouring whereby the communications

whatever they may be - purporting to come from a

ghost " whose life on earth was passed in olden times ,

are put into something resembling the style of speech

which obtained atthatperiod. It is often far from exact .

We have seen, for example, a communication pur

porting to be from a communicator who lived in the

eighteenth century , given in the form of speech current
a century earlier . The sub -conscious mind of the

medium , or minds of those with him , was doubtless at

work in these cases .

Why do we assume the existence of spirits in the

face of these facts ? Because, as many authorities on

psychic research have so frequently asserted in Light

and elsewhere , in spite of certain difficulties — not always

present - every other theory breaks down . Spirit com

munication is the only explanation which covers allthe

facts . Readers of Light for the most part will neel no

information on this point.. Many of them are them-.
selves experts on the question and as much entitled to

" The Gate of Remembrance," with its account of the

discovery of the lost Edgar Chapel of Glastonbury Abbey,

provided “ The Londoner " with a subject for an article in

Evening News recently . The writer believes in

ghosts, he tells us, but he devoteshis column of matter to

airy prattle about the spelling of Latin words in the script

and the use of technical terms which, he says, were not

knownatthe time when the communicators of the messages

lived on earth .

We have only his word for it, but assuming that he is

correct, what then ? Why all this pother, all this gleu at

detecting the use of modern terms to describe architectural

and other objects ? Suppose that the monk dictating the

script was unacquainted with architectural phraseology, as

indeed he would most likely be, what more natural than to

call in the aid on the “ other side " of someone, possibly a
modern architect, who understood them ? The writer is so

overjoyed at the opportunity of displaying his erudition,
that although he believes in " ghosts " he has not a word to

say about the wonderful accuracy of the statement made

by the monk, and its subsequent proof. All he is concerned

about is the alleged flaw in the diamond . What a curious:

mind to possess !
What is there about a tambourine that makes it so

obnoxious to some writers on psychic phenomena ? The

Evening News,” writer speaks contemptuously of “ those

ill-bred ghosts who rap on tables and toss tambourines about:

the darkened room .

When one finds the Press , or a section of it, talking so

recklessly about a subject with which one is well acquainted

and able to judge of , it shakes one's faith in its oracular

judgments on questions about which are less well

informed and on which we have been inclined to look to the

Press for guidance .

L. C.
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ANNUAL MEETING OF THE L.S.A. - The twenty -third annual

general meeting of the London Spiritualist Alliance, Ltd., held

in the hall connected with the offices of the society, 6, Queen

square, Southampton Row , W.C.1 , on the afternoon of the

28th ult . , was better attended than usual . The Chairman ,

Mr. Henry Withall, after reviewing the position of tho

society andemphasising the need for increasedfinancial sup

port, moved the adoption of the report and balance-sheet,

which was seconded by Major Hopkins, supported by Mr

R. A. Bush, and carried . A fuller report will appear next

week .

A DEAD Church never knows it is dead, for after the soul

has left it , its clergy struggle with desperate energy to save

the machine and to galvanise it into vitality.
exhibit an immense external activity and render itself ex

ceedingly useful in a social and educational way, and pro

duce members who are prodigies of learning and piety, and

yet from a spiritual standpoint it may be a defunct institu

tion whose presence is a vast obstruction to the descent of

the true light and life of Heaven . - W . H. HOLOOMBE .

It may
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DO THE DEAD RETURN ?

REMARKABLE PERSONAL EXPERIENCE AT MERTHYR .

>

on.

)

[Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's recent visit to South Wales

has given rise to a great deal of discussion in the district

newspapers, and the following account of a personal

experience has been published in the “ Merthyr Espress

by the editor, Mr. H.W. Southey . ]

In the month of April, 1905, my wife " crossed the bar."

Up to that event I had taken no particular interest in

psychic phenomena and readnone of the publications there

I had occasionally had talks with friends upon the

subject, but had no settled opinion one way or the ocher .

After my wife's passing I had two messages purporting to

come from her, through a clairvoyante with whom I had

never sat, upon natters of which the latter knew nothing,

but which I was able to verify. Still I remained in a state

of dubiety, not knowing satisfactorily what to make of it,

when one evening in the month of June I happened to be at

the house of a friend when this clairvoyanto called . We

had a few minutes' conversation and then I rose to leave . As

I rose, this medium — a lady — said : “ Don't go yet, Mr.

Southey. Your wife is standing by you and an old lady

with her ."
She most accurately described the old lady,

whom I easily identified as my wife's mother, a lady whom

the medium had never seen either in the flesh or a picture.

A message was given to me by my wife which I could not

verify then, but did a week afterwards. My wife and her

mother left and I again got up to go.

" Sit down," said the clairvoyante, " there is a man

standing by you now , and he says ,
" Tell him I have come

to see him , too .” She described the man with great

minuteness of detail-as to stature, colour of hair and

whiskers, the way they were worn andtrimmed, the parting

of the hair in the middle, a very pale face, the garments

that he wore, a blue pilot cloth suit with double-breasted
jacket. She asked if I recognised him . I took a little

time to think, and then said I did not .

Tryto do so,," she said, " he is most anxious that you

should . He says he has come to thank you for a kindness

you did him many years ago.

“ How long ago was it ? ” I asked, " because I have done

kindnesses for many men in my time.”

She said, " This man looks to me to be about twenty

eight years old when he passed over, and I should think it

would be about thirty years ago . Can you recognise him

now ? "

I thought and named several persons who had passed on,

but noneof them answered to him . I said I could not

identify him .

“ Oh ! he is so anxious that you should know him . Try

again ,” she said , and then added , " He says you gave him

asoverign. He had got into sad trouble, but it was his
own fault. Try to remember him .'

I went over every old acquaintance of that period that

I could recall, but none answered to this visitor . I then

said , “ I cannot recall him to mymind .'

Almost on the instant she said : “ Now he has taken a

purse — a sealskin purse—from his trousers' pocket , is cpen

ing it and dropping a sovereign into it . Can you remember

him now ? "

“ Yes,” I said ; “ I think I do.” That singular incident
brought him to remembrance in a flash . At the same

moment the thought crossed my mind that I had in this

man's appearance a splendid case for putting the claims of

Spiritualism to a strict test . I had fully recognised the

spirit and now wanted to see what would follow . " I think

I know him , but if he is the man I have in my mind there

is something else ,” I said .

Without any appreciable interval of time the medium
went on : “ I now see him in another dress. He is wearing

a pair of loose cotton pants fastened round the waist, a

loose cotton shirt all open and rolled back from the throat

and chest, the sleeves are rolled up , and he is wearing a
big , wide-brimmed straw hat . He is in a terribly hot

country somewhere, for I can feel the heat and smother,

and can hardly breathe."

Yes,” I said . “ There is something else .”

Within a few seconds, if even so much , the clairvoyant

said : “ Now I see him lying on a bed in a long room where

there are other people in bed , too. He is very ill , and I

feel it awfully, something in the chest with a sensation of

choking. It is a hot country and I can hardly bear it."

“ Yes," I said , 66 but there is still something else."

” she said , “ he is holding up a sheet of writing

paper - blue-grey,or greenish -grey ,
Yes, ” I said , there is still something else .”

The medium leaned forward , and there was a strained

look in her eyes as she said : “ There is a signature at the

bottom of it."

" That will do, " I said. “ He is the man ” ; and her

next statement was : " Now he smiles and is gone . '

When she described a signature at the bottom of that

sheet of paper I was so astounded that I could go no

further, though I have often wished that I had carried my
test to the final step of asking for thename. However , I

was so profoundly affocted by what I had heard that I
could only sit quietly and think for several minutes . А

man comes to me 35 years after his death to thank me for

a kindness done to him in his day of trouble within a

hundred yards of the spot. This medium , whom I had met

by the merest accident, had told me something of which

she had not the remotest conception, and was as ignorant

as an unborn babe, but which to me was gospel truth. I was

the only living person on this side of the border who could

put the seeming jumble together and make it plain as a book .

The vision and the communication were entirely un

intelligible to the clairvoyante herself and the three other

persons present. I could not leave thein, however, without

giving them the actual history of what had been presented
in this manner. I thought it was due to the clairvoyante

herself as testimony to her bona fides and the veracity of
the details which she had given .

Within a hundred yards of the house where this took

place I resided in 1867. There lodged and boarded with me

a young man who was employed at the " Express ( 'ffice

as bookkeeper and collector. He answered perfectly to the

description given by the clairvoyante . He had been with us

abouttwo years when he got into trouble, through which he

losthis situation, and along with it the prospect of getting
another . He had gotstranded and did not know which way
to turn. Worst of all, he apprehended legal proceedings,

which he was determined not to face . One morning at the

breakfast table, ho and I alone, my wife being from home

at the time, he was in a terribly distressed condition,and
asked me if I would assist him to get away . He said an

idea had struck him that if he could get to Liverpool he

might possibly find a ship upon which he could work his

passage to America and there make a new start in life with

this trouble behind him and unknown to anybody there . I

said I would help him, and asked him whathe wanted . He

said, “ I want enough to take meto Liverpooland to provide

me with boardand lodging for a few days while I am looking

for a ship .” I said , “ Will a sovereign do ?” He answered,

Yes , that will do me well . ” There and then I gave him a
sovereign, and he took from his trousers' pocket a metal

framed purse covered with sealskin , which I had seen

scores of times, opened it , and dropped the sovereign into

it . Soon afterwards he went to his bedroom , collected and

made a parcel of undergarments which he could carry con

veniently by hand, and came down dressed in a suitof blue
pilot cloth with a double-breasted reefer jacket . His tears

were falling freely as he shook hands with me very warmly

and bade me goodbye.

That is the first incident of the vision .

About two years after his departure I received a letter

from him bearing the postmark ofsome place, I believe in
Jackson County, in the State of Mississipi. He said he

was very sorry that he had not written to me sooner, but

after his arrival in America he found employment was ex

ceedingly scarce owing to the great disturbance of the Civil

War. He hadhad a very hard time of knocking about in
the Northern States, and had drifted far down South. I

shouldbe surprised if I could see him as he was then, and

amused to hear what hewas doing. His garments consisted

of a pair of cotton pants fastened round the waist, with a

cotton shirt , which he wore open at the neck and thrown

open from the breast, and the sleeves also rolled up. For

hat he wore a huge sombrero . And what did I think he was

doing ? He was a schoolmaster, teaching a school of little

niggers under a large magnolia tree !
That is the second incident of the vision .

I did not answer that letter because I feared that he

would be gone and no letter would reach him . About

eighteen months later I received a letter with the post

mark of San Francisco . It was written on one side of a

sheet oflarge American notepaper of a blue-grey or greenish

grey colour , I don't remember which , but it was one of

them . It was headed with the number of a ward of a

hospital in a particular street in the city of San Francisco ,

California , U.S.A., and the date . Its contents were, as far

as my memory serves me, as follows:

DEAR SIR , -I am writing to you at the request of a young

man who was a patient in this hospital and occupied the

bed next to me , and who died a few hours ago . Some time

before he died he asked me to write to you after he was ciead

as the only friend in Europe whose address he knew , to

inform you that you might know yourself and let his friends

know . In order that there may be no mistake about his

identity I got him to write his name at the foot of this sheet,

and you will know if it is your friend .

Yours truly,

(Name).

I don't remember the name of the writer, but at the foot

of the sheet , standing by itself and written in pencil, was

the dead nan's name in his own familiar handwriting,
" RICHARD CURIG REES, ”

That is the third of the group of incidents in the vision .

I think the record of the facts in life tallies so com

pletely with the revelation through the clairvoyante , nearly

forty years afterwards, that there is no other reasonable and

credible explanation of their correspondence than that the

man himself was there in spirit in perfect consciousness,

with memories as fresh and vivid as at the hours of the

soveral occurrences . More than that it shows that his senso

of gratitude to me for the smallkindness which I was enabled

to render, but which in the circumstances meant so much ·

)
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THE SQUARE AND THE CIRCLE.

ANOTHER SCRIPT FROM MR. BLIGE BOND .

for him , had never faded. I offer no explanation as to the

why and the wherefore of the occurrence of this most

singular experience to me. I have one with which I am

perfectly satisfied , but I have no intention to make it a

subject of public discussion . I must put this on the record ,

however, that the clairvoyante was unborn when the first

incident of thevision occurred, therefore she had no know

ledge of him . If it may be suggested that it was an example

of telepathy, that is excluded by the fact that the merlium

did not gather ber initial information from me, but from

the spiritual entity, and her difficulty was to bring me on

rapport with him . One more point is deserving of special

mention as indicating the limitations of the spirit himself.
When he held up the sheet of paper it was blank with his own

signature at the foot. That was all that came within his

own knowledge --the writing that covered it after his de

parture he never saw - and , therefore, could not present it

to the clairvoyante .

EXPLANATORY NOTE.-— The following script was obtained

at SydenhamHill, 12 noon, of February 6th, 1919. Previous

conversation had been on various topics ,and J. A. had read

a short note by K. B. B. on “ The Withdrawal of Spirit,"

derived from previous scripts. There was promiscuous con

versation during the sitting , but no reading, Mrs. E G.
Parfitt attests the date . Italics used to mark doubtfulwords

in script.

>

THE MASKED MEDIUM " PRODUCES A

SPIRIT."

The test séance held under the auspices of the “ Sunday

Espress took place on Thursday, the 27th ult . ,, at

8.30 p.m. at a flat in the West Central district of London .

There was
a considerable company of sitters including

several journalists. Amongst the committee were Lady

Glenconner, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle , Sir Henry Lunn, M.D.,

so well known in evangelical circles, Dr. Edwin Smith (lec

turer on forensic medicine at St. Thomas's Hospital), Mr.

Stuart Cumberland, of thought-reading renown, Dr. Wynn

Westcott, thecoroner, Superintendent Thomas, of the C.I.D.,

Scotland Yard ; the Fion . Ralph Shirley, Editor of the “ Oc

cult Review ," and the Editor of LIGHT.

Tho masked medium ," a lady of personable presence ,

but whose identity is still kept secret, commenced her demon

strations by giving psychometrical delineations of a kind new
to us. That is to say, the articles were placed in a closed

box and then described by her with striking accuracy ; aftei

which , without the objects being taken out and handled, she

added sole statements concerning the people with whom

they were associated. In this respect her delineations were

singularly like those given by the average psychometrist.

This appeared to make a considerable impression on the un

initiated, and there wasmuch discussion afterwards concern

ing clairvoyance, thought reading , the powers of the sub

conscious mind, and so forth . As a cautious observer we

could only say afterwards that there seemed to be evidence

of some supernormal power, whatever it might be called .

Then followed the sitting for materialisation, the room

being in darkness except for the presence at one side of two

screened lights of a kind that served little more than to make

darkness visible. The music was furnished by a pianiste ,

and we were not askedto sing (for this relief, much thanks !).

The medium appeared to be in some distress — a familiar

note of the regular séance for materialisation . She groaned,

sighed , and there was also the sound we know so well, stridu

lous breathing , the breath exhaling with a fluty noise ac

companied by a kind of whispering . In short, the symptoms

were precisely those of regular mediums in like circumstances .

Shortly afterwards we noticed a luminous appearanceon the

hand of the lady who sat next to us , and examined it with

some attention, iltimately finding that it proceeded from the

gems in her ring which apparently reflected the light at the

back . (Perhaps this is why some suspicious person after

wards detected the presence of a flash -light.).

Then at last came the ghost. A small luminous zloud

" like a man's hand," or at least about the same size. ap .

peared near or at the back of the medium ; it moved about ,

enlarged and at last took some resemblance to a human form .

It was irresistibly suggestive of the vaporous ghost or wraith

of popular legend . It floated ,hovering toand fro, and then ,

like a flying mist.wreath , took a horizontal position , swam

back and forth, and finally vanished ; after which the masked

medium called for the lights to be turned up , and the cords

and bandages which secured her to her chair were inspected

and found correct. " At least, no one made any complaint.

During the pro ngs the medium was stated to be

levitated ,but of this we saw nothing.

If itwere a genuine manifestation , it was certainly a

remarkable one, betokening the possession by the unknown

lady of mediumship of a rare type, since it could yield such

results in such circumstances. There seemed to be at least

the preliminaries of materialisation . Assuming the reality

of the mediumship and the demonstrations, we concluded that

it represented at least a good primâ facie case for further
careful examination under suitable conditions . We are

sorry to have to be so cautious and non -committal, especially

when there is a lady in the case, but the peculiar circum
stances must be our excuse .

Time as an element of the spiritual plane does not exist,

for Time is an attribute of Matter and a resultant of

Matter only . Thus, though emanating from the womb of

Eternity, it is in effect a resultant of the resistance of

Matter a measure of that resistance.

Therefore Spirit is in no way dominated by or subject to

tho Time element. On theother hand, Time itself is subject

to, and controlled by it, for Spirit, by accelerating those

vibrations which are the rythmic (sic) heart-beat of Time,

can thus control Time and Matter.

Time- Memory — are thus the vibrations of Matter in

lines of force more or less direct ; but Spirit moves in a

circle, in that it has neither beginning, middle, nor end.
Thus whereas in Time there is distance and sequence, in

Spirit all are simultaneous . It is thus evidentthat Eternity

needs not Space : for all eternity may he held in a ring of
infinite smallness. Tine, on the other hand, presuppuses

Space, and in Space is all loneliness , all loss , all sorrow .

Spirit may accelerate the heart-beat or retard it . Spirit,

in the timelessness of Thought, may make a year a day , or a

day a year.

For Man the Microcosm , there is a microcosmic measure

ment of Time--the Second is the Heart-beat. Thus, and in

this manner, does he pursue his little day, discovering in the

process that in the infinite continuation of Nature, this

heart-beat synchronises with Day and Night, and Day and

Night with the longer, though exactly ruled , pendulum

swing of greater bodies that move in Timeand Space. Thus

it is obvious that the æonial years of the Universo must per

force coincide with those lesser years more appreciated by

Man , and the larger swings with yet greater ones as yet

apprehended not. But in this knowledge the knowledge of

Time in its relationship to Matter - lie the Knowledge and

Prescience of all the prophets.

You may take the view , and take it with a general

accuracy, that, like the body of Man, Nature --Matter is
actuated by voluntary and involuntary influences; the

former - the direct influences of the Spirit - being alien to,

and not controlled by, the laws of Matter — is not capable of

measurement by the laws of mathematical matter . Yet

again is the law of Spirit under the control of a perfect and

symmetrical Law which governs Spirit. Fo purposes of

explanation you may call this Law of
The Law of Spirit, the Circle; and in the Mystery

Spirit may be of the Circle lie the laws and intent of

figured as a Circle Spirit. That is God . In this know

and that of Mattcr ledge, and in ratio to the perfection of

as a Square. The this knowledge, lie the gifts of Higher

knowledge of these Prophecy. Again , the Laws of

gives power of Matter, expressed cosmologically, are

Higher and Lower best symbolised by the human concep

Prophecy respec
tion of the Square. And on this is

tively, based the prophetic knowledge of things

temporal. Combine these principles :

Square the Circle ; and the prophets prophesy with tho eye
of the Diviner . But who indeed can add to their know

ledge ? Deeper still is the knowledge of the Sphere and

Cube. And, hard though it may appear, it is impossible to
give you greater insight into the scheme of the combination
of these two forces, the voluntary and involuntary. Yet

perchance your intuitions can grasp what to your reason can
onlybe expressed in symbol.

Time ja another aspect of the Square; but in the Circle

is never evident save in parable-- the Stopping of the Sun's

It is not a stopping of the Sun's material movement, but

a spiritual directing of the ether pulses — or rather,

spiritual re-arrangement of the material forces, which
attained the end desired. Hence a collocation of Matter or

its retardation, not in its own sphere - the sphere or sq'lare

[ ? cube.-F. B. B. ] of its influence, but from Spirit withoot :

à combination of two forces which reunited in the actual

creation both in the material and spiritual spheres of

influence of a third . (Here the sitting was adjourned for

about fifteen mintes . )

[NOTE BY F. B. B.- Assuming the original writing to have

been correctly transcribed, we have a truly astonishing

explanation of this Old Testament miracle. I take it that

the sense of the passage is this : that in order to produce the

effect of the Sun standing still , a force was put in operation
froin outside our space of three dimeusions, which collected

the corpuscles of solar light, just as a magnet will bend a

pencil of rays, and also condensed and retarded them , form

ing an actual nucleus or mock -sun in a fixod position . ]

Script resumed at 1.10 p.m.

This digression on the matter of Time is mainly with a

course .

a

A NOTICE. Those who, without previous inquiry or con

sultation, discharge upon us long scripts and psychic com

munications to be read privately in the intervals of a

non-existent leisure are hereby warned that they do sc at

their own risk !
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FROM THE LIGHTHOUSE WINDOW .

We_learn that two-thirds of the first 2,000 copies of

“ The Thinning of the Veil " have been taken, and that the

writers and promoters of the series have no pecuniary

interest in it ; " the profits will go in propagandism .” The

book is now being sold in America, where other volumes of

the series are now rapidly circulating. It is published by

Mr. John Watkins at 2s. net, and can be obtained at the

office of LIGHT.
#

> )

The Daily Express of the 25th ult . gives an account

of a murder revealed by a clairvoyant, received from its

Paris correspondent. It was a crime committed so long

ago as December 30th, 1913. It seems that Louis Cadiou,

proprietor of a gun -cotton factory, disappeared mysteriously
at that time, and could not be found . A relative of

Cadiou “ consulted a clairvoyant, who gave certain indica

tions which led Cadiou's brother to go to a secluded wood near

the factory, where he discovered the body of his brother."

Subsequently a nan was arrested on suspicion of being the

murderer, and will be tried in due course .

是

6

Matter,

view to indicatingto you the fact that the affairs of this

world of Time und Space are influenced far more deeply

than is usually comprehended, by the force of Spirit when
attuned in action .

It is written that unless the days were shortened , no

flesh should be saved , and this we tell you ; that were the

control of Spirit removed from the affairs of Matter, Matter
itself woulddissolve into chaos and utter nothingness.

We have told you thatMatter itself is not existent save

as vibration of Spirit in Matter. But there are times when

the temporary withdrawal of Spirit for greater ends leaves

Matter in a condition of automatically released and un

controlled vibration which would in time effect its own

c'estruction . For long times the Spirit of Man has been

dormant - sunk in a lassitude which leaves the automatic un.
controlled . Spirit has tiattered

The primitive sub itself that it was becoming humane,

conscious instincts tolerant, gentle , and sympathetic,
flattering itself with dreams and

and passions in
hopes that all this made for virtue . But

men may auto it was weakness, not strength, weak

matically break ness causing it sloth and slumber on a

loose with destruc- false hypothesis.
Spirit, sick of

tive force owing
anxiety ; Spirit overstrung and strained

to the lapse of
by the local upheaval on the battle

fields of France, is still further

spiritual control. weakened and in need of rest . And

thus liberated from its

weakened control, is shattering the foundationsof that law

and order which in earlier times was based on Law Divine .

Wake from your torpor and your slumbers, refreshed ! and

realise the false sentiment, the false Humanity, which has

failed to recornise the virtue which yet is in abundance in

the excellent middle classes and which flames liko a radiant

star in the breast of many of your noblest andbest, and yet

fails to realise that that which is nearest to Matter is most

earthly . Though Work is God's, and the Gods immortal

Spirit , Reason , Nobility, Purity and Selflessness are the

inheritance of the mass of those who stand between the

upper and the nether millstone. Not so the worker of

matter with the hands. The very process of manual labour

leads to materialism , and materialismcentres in that labour

-Self ; and so it is that the devil of Self, the accursed Ego,
lurks in the masses of lowest human nature .

There was a time — and Humanity still suffers from that

time of error - when the middle classes, involved in the race

for wealth which has bequeathed a legacy of Self even to

this day , brought class -tyranny, and torture to a helpless

body. But that time is past, and now , through a Heaven

ordained period of suffering, anguish and sorrow , that class,

at once the stay and the crowning glory of civilisation, has

been purified and reformed — to an attitude which the masses

have not reached and never would but for those evil days of

purification and sorrow .
Weak, but purified and forgiven , let that middle class

realise once more its responsibilities and its hope and giory ,

and, taking heart of grace, govern in true justice and in

fairness, but remembering that Matter needs control as well

as tolerance ; and so, though all force be masked, comniand

and exact obedience and fair response instead of the tardy

compliance of the brute who knows the weakness of his

master .

Be strong and bravo in the knowledge of the greatness

of your inheritance, and masking force in justice, but not in

bitterness and vindictiveness, assert once more your right

and power to rule .

Rule in the power of Spirit, and in Love and in Intellect,

and be not overborne and buried in the storm of the earth

bornandthe low and bestial forces which have been swaying

you .

Writing in “ The Young Man and Woman ” for April,

the Rev. Walter Wynn says, “ I have had already a large

number of letters denouncing Spiritualism and Rupert

Lives ' from people in the Churches whorefuse to read my

book. This is the spirit and mental attitude that empties
the Churches.' Mr. Wynn further says, " At any rate,

* Rupert Lives ’ is selling, and I earnestly hope it will sell ,

for it will precede other messages that I hopeChrist is in

spiring me to pen . I take my orders from Him only, not

the Pope, or the State, or the Baptist Church House, or

Dr. Dixon, or the Tabernacle . I am a Free Churchman."

This is the true note of valiancy. Martin Luther still has

spiritual descendants.

# *

“ I deny
2

In the “ Daily News " of the 29th ult., Mr. Wynn replies

to some portions of a criticism of his book' by the reviewer in

that journal. In the course of his remarks, he says :

that Rupert Lives ' contains either my own latent memories,

beliefs ordesires. In many cases it records the exact oppo

site, and any man who really reads the evidence with un

biassed mind must say so . I believe the next life is a natural

evolution of this one . I believe God is letting in light on

this great fact. And I believe that men will adopt any

theory of the phenomena rather than be compelled to admit

the truth of the After Life. ”

# *

“Can we Communicatewith the Dead ?" is thetitle of
an article in the April number of the “ Royal Magazine,

by Mr. Elliot O'Donnell. The writer is a firm believer, and
supplies a number of convincing instances of communica

tion . Many may take exception to his statement that the

best results are obtained by means of table-tilting and

rapping . Those familiar with Spiritualism will also question

his correctness in saying that intense concentration on a
dead friend or relative must bepractised by sitters. Ex.

perience hardly confirms this. The Rev. William Stainton

Moses, in his advice to inquirers as to the conduct of circles,

says , “ Do not concentrate attention too fixedly on the ex

pected manifestation ." . The “Royal ” offers a prize of £5

for the best example of an extraordinary experience in con
nection with psychic happenings .

* 善

TO MY TWIN SPIRIT.

Writing of the “ Sunday Express séance with the

brothers Thomas -- vulgarly described as a Press stunt

we said (p . 92) : “ Several people thought they saw a figure

move to and fro in the circle . We did not see this ourselves,

and no doubt those who did would be at once classed as

Spiritualists, and their evidence discounted.” According to
the Psychic Gazette, ” the editor of which sat on the side

on which the figure appeared , two of the persons whoclaimed

to see it were Colonel Lowther and Lady Diana Manuers,

neither of whom , we presume, can be accused of being Spirit

ualists . This is, perhaps, why the matter appears to liave

escaped the attention of the Sunday Express,” in its re

port of the séance.

Spirit that art twinwith me,

Guard and Ruler, Friend and Guide ,

Spirit in the ether free,

Yet for ever at my side ;

Breathe throughmo thy mystic breath .

Life in life , as life in death .

Twin existence , sister mine,

Give me all thou mayest give ;

Something of thy soul divine

Mingle with me while I live ;

As Ishall be make me now ;

One with thee, and e'en as thou !

66
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Haply years may be e'er peace

Full, complete, my bonds may free ;

One short hour my soul release,
Let me taste cleath's ecstasy !

From this rayless Life and Night

Lift thou me to Death and Light !

Mr. Horace Leaf on his present tour has visited , or will

visit , Nottingham , Ripley, Hanley, Glasgow , Edinburgh and

Dundee. In all the towns in which he has already spoken , he

has addressed large audiences , and he reports that the

interest is very keen and the movement flourishing ;.Heis
to visit Aberdeen , Manchester , Birmingham (and district) ,
Northampton, Nottingham (for the second time) , and Bourne

month . expects to conduct about one hundred ineet

ings and circles in less than as many days." Mr. Leaf is a

vigorous orator and will do much to sustain and deeper the

impression created by the campaign of Sir Arthur Conan

Doyle and Dr. Ellis T. Powell .

He os

-K .

# * *THE difference between Spiritualist and psychic

researcher has consequently become a difference in amount of

caution in face of each new phenomenon rather than any

serious divergence in ultimate opinion . - J. ARTHUR HILL, in

" Spiritualism : Its History, Phenomena, and Doctrine,"

The Times Literary Supplement for the 27th ult .

contains a long notice of Dr. von Schrenck -Notzing's account

ofhisinvestigations into the phenomena of materialisation,
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which has been published at Munich under the title,
" Materialisations-Phaenomene." The reviewer raises no

a priori objection to the author's report on the ground that

it vulgarises the unknown, but as to the evidence, whilo the

chief witness, Dr. von Schrenck -Notzing himself, appears to
be honest and straightforward, we have no knowledge if he

has the experience necessary to detect fraud .”. “ We fear,

therefore,' concludes the review , “ that this elaborate book
does no more than add to the dubious literature on the

subject."

THE GLASTONBURY SCRIPTS : MR. BLIGH

BOND REPLIES .

COUNSEL, VISION AND PROPHECY.

“ Spiritual Reconstruction ," by the author of “ Christ
in You (Deeper Issues Series , Watkins : 28.) , is a little book

of messages received between June, 1916, and March , 1917.
They are of a high order and deal with the vital fact that

wars and troubles will cease only by determined struggle

against stagnation and inertia in face of the new spirit

which is breathing on the world as a Creative Power. The

counsels against the old temper of laissez faire, wait and

see , and the like, are vehement. The communications,

deeply Christianin tone, are on the higher plane where

dogma is symbolical of spiritual verities. The book main

tains the essential truth that the Kingdom ofGod can como

only through individuals, for the mind of Man is the ap

pointed field of action of the Divine Spirit, Who works on

themass through the unit .

“ In the spring of 1919, we are told , " strong spiritual

forces will control the earth, and you will be astonished at

much that you see. A greatteacher will come to you

later, and bring with Him new ideals ; the essence of His

teaching will be simplicity and truth . ” ' Along with much

indisputable truth greatly needed at the present time there

are prophecies of flood and earthquake. Earthquake " is

a familiar symbol for fundamental political change, but in

the present case the symbolical interpretation cannot be

used ; it is stated that “ Heligoland is disappearing
and there will be fewer islands " : can the symbolical mean

ing have been swamped in transmission ? Also Reincarna

tion is spoken of as a fact. This opens too large a field to

be treated of here ; and, however plausible as an explanation

of human inequalities, it is a matter on which it is wise to

hold judgment in suspense . After all , it does not concern

us much, and is open to enormousmisconceptions and abuse.

The immediate duty of Spiritualists is not to probe possi

bilities, but to usethe spiritual laws of justice and goodwill

here and now, to find solutions for the difficult problems
which are upon us all in the present. Physical and social

reconstruction canbe durable only in the degree to which it

gives effect to the higher perceptions.

8. De BRATA .

In the “ Evening News ” of the 28th ult. , Mr. Frederick

Bligh Bond, F.R.I.B.A., replies to the criticisms of " The

Londoner .' He declares that neither he nor his friend,

" J. A.,”theautomatist, were deceived by the supposed

mediæval English in which some of the communicationswere

given . Further, he says: For sixty years and upwards

the systematic researchof eminent antiquaries had failed to

locate this chapel about which so much has been written . In

addition , one representative society had spent much time

and money in fruitless excavation close on this very site,

with negative results and a hopeless verdict. It will be

appreciated that a dogmatic statement obtained by two com.

parative novices, flouting the conclusions of other antiquaries

and yet subsequently proved truthful in detail, is a phe

nomenon demanding the earnest attention of thinking

people .'

That certainly answers The Londoner's " jibing observa

tion, “ Give me a gang of men with spades, and, without

any ghostly aid , I will find you all the foundations that re

main at Glastonbury ."

On thepeculiarities of language in which the scripts were

received, Mr. Bond writes :

“ As to the absurdities of languageemployed, what, may

I ask, are we bound to infer fromthis fact ?

Language is the mechanism of the communications. The

vocabulary is provided,surely, bythe brain .And by whose

brain ? Why not by the medium's , since we know he has a

brain , though we cannot say positively that ' spirits,' how
ever intelligent, are provided with any counterpart of that

very specialised piece of machinery which, as a race , we have

built up and evolved for the purpose of defining our physical
relations .

Idea, like 'Emotion . is impersonal, and may inspire one

or many. It may be communicated ina variety of ways, and

may find a different expression in each individual it affects.

“ Here is a case in which , from some source unknown,

Idea enters and proceeds to clothe itself in this case , sub

consciously) in a patchwork garment of odds and ends of

mediwral English or rusty schoolboy ' Latin , lingering in
the convolutions of J.A.'s brain .

“ It is but the typical expression, the rough -and-ready

symbol, of a mood , just as the ' Wardour-street' English so

often indulged is the reflection of a certain mental atmos

.

(

>

phere ."

on

Mr. Bond concludes ::

“ Too often the Substance of a dream, the Reality which

seems so vivid to our dream - consciousness, eludes us as we

wake, and all that remains is its distorted shadow . The

brain will not bring it through .' But in this case the

Gate of Dreams has veritably proved the Gate of Ren !em

brance , for thespade of the digger has made patent the truth

of the Vision .'

6

WHERE is one that horn of woman altogether can escape

From the lower world within hin , moods of tiger or of ape ?

Man as yet is being made, and ere the crowning age of ages

Shall not won after æon pass and touch him into shape ?
- TENNYSON .

" HOW TO LET THE WORLD KNOW . " '_This will be the title

of the address to be delivered by Mr. H. W. Engholin at

the social meeting of the L.S.A., to be held at 6 , Queen.

square, at 7 o'clock , on Thursday next, April 10th , following

the lecturo by Dr. W. J. Vanstone at 5. Mr. Engholm, who

is a gentleman of long and wide experience in publicity work

in connection with journalistic and other enterprises, will,

we understand, have some striking ideas to express, and we

hope that all who are interested in the promotion of our

work will attend and support him .

SYNTHETIC SPIRITUALISM . - A progressive series of lectures

will be given at the Grovedale Hall, Grovedale-road, High

gate , by Mr. T. 0. Todd, in association with the Progressive

Guild. The preliminary lecture on Friday, the 4th inst.,

will be followed by addresses alternate Fridays,

at 3 o'clock . The lecturer will deal with the Philosophic,

Scientific and Religious aspects of Spiritualism , especially as

regards the latest revelations of science and their confirma

tion of the Spiritual hypotheses . These lectures will be of

especial value to enquirers and students, as they will form a

truly synthetic presentation of Spiritualism , and show the

relationships between Matter and Spirit ; this life and the

next, Spirit Communion, immortality and the existence of

God . On the intervening Fridays addresses will be given by

other lecturers , who will deal with progressive subjects. All

visitors will be cordially welcomed by the Guild members.

LEGEND AND HISTORY . - We cannot accept, of course ,

legend as history. But neither can we reject it, as we

should pure deliberate invention, as of no historical value at

Legend differs from deliberate fiction in this, that

though grossly inaccurate , and often far removed from the

truth, it is nevertheless a record of — or has been inspired

by — something that has actually happened . The

truth is thattradition paints characters and tendencies of

great events faithfully than does the reputed

historian, and that despite the glaring colours and exaggera

tions it delights in . Modern history is accurate only in its

records of actual events : of time, place , numbers , and

such - like data . But when it is a question of interpreting

great national events or delineating the character of a

national hero, then tradition often is the more trustworthy,
and that for the following reasons . As far as motives and

rosults or cause and effect are concerned , the historian records

his own opinions. Were the opinions of other persons

canvassed, possibly no two might agree . The opinion of a

crowd, therefore , is not necessarily any nearer the truth than

any such individual opinion ; but tradition is more than the

transmitted opinion of a crowd . It is the survival of the

aggregate spirit of the times --the vox populi -- which gives

us a moving picture of the times , so that we can analyse

dispassionately and apportion cause andeffect.- "The Rival

Philosophies of Jesus and of Paul,” by IGNATIUS SINGER.

all .

The proof of a thing's being right is , that is has power

over the heart : that it excites us, wins us, or helps us.

RUSKIN.

No artist work is so high , so noble, so grand, so endur
ing , so important for all time, as the making of character

in a child . - CHARLOTTE CUSAMAN .

MANY people now living have seen and conversed with

someone who has long ago passed through the change of

death, but who is able, by borrowingmatter from a medium ,

to render himself visible and palpablefor a limited time .

I remember conversing face to face in French with a figure

dressed as a Carmelite nun , who said she had lived long ago

at Montreal, and was for the moment one of my guides.

She said she often came to my house in the country and

knew my little girl , aged about four. The very next day the

child said that a strange woman in funny clothes had leaned

over her cot . Records of appearances of the dead to

the living are innumerable. It is said that Dante appeared

to his son, Pietro Alighieri, and told him where he would

find, behind a secret panel, the missing MS. of the

thirteenth canto of the “ Paradiso ” ; but this was in a

dream , when the perceptive faculties of the subconscious
self are on the alert . So we read (Acts xvi . 9) of a man of

Macedonia appearing to Paul and entreating his help . We

are told that Lady Burton burned the MS. of the “ Scented

Garden ,” which was ready for the press and even already

sold , at the most emphatic conimand of Sir Richard, who

three times appeared to her after his death.— “ Wonders of

the Saints,” by F. FIELDING-OULD, M.A ,

inore
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TO -MORROW'S SOCIETY MEETINGS.

Those notices are confined to announcements of meetings on the comin

Sunday, with the addition only of other engagements in the same

week. They are charged at tho rato of 1s, for two lines (including th

name of tho society ) and 8d. for every additional line.

SPIRITUALISM :

Its History, Phenomena and Doctrine.

By J. ARTHUR HILL .

.

Steinway Hall, Lower Seymour-street, W.1. – 6.30 ,

Rov. Susanna Harris. April 13th , Dr. Ellis T. Powell.

The London Spiritual Mission, 13, Pembridge- place, W.2.

-11 a.m., Dr.W. J. Vanstone ; 6.30 p.m. , Mr. James Coates.

Monday, April 7th , at 3.30 p.m. , Mrs. Annie Brittain , clair

voyance . Wednesday, April 9th, at 7.30 p.m., Mr. James

Coates, lantern lecture on Spirit Photography."

Lewisham. The Priory, Aigh street. 6.30, Rev.

Susanna Harris.

Harrow and Wealdstone . - Gayton Rooms, Station-road ,

Harrow -on -the -Hill.- 6.30 , Mrs. M. H. Wallis.

Camberwell Masonic Hall.--11, Mrs. Thomson ; 6.30, Mr.

Nickels, of Luton. 13th , 6.30, Mrs. Beaurepaire.

Croydon , 117b , High -street.- 11, Mr. P. Scholey ; 6.30,
Mr. T. Olman Todd.

Kingston - on - Thames. - Bishop's Hall .- 6.30 , Mrs. Can

Dock , address and clairvoyance.

Walthamstow . - 342, Hoe- street .-- 7 p.m. , Mr. R. Bod
dington .

Battersea . — 45, St. John's Hill, Clapham Junction.

11.30 , circle ; 6.30, Mr. J. Maskell 10th , 8.15 , Mrs. George.

Brighton . - Windsor Hall, Windsor - street. Mr. A.

Punter, of Luton , addresses and descriptions; 11.15, Windsor

Hall; 7, Atheneum Hall. 3, Lyceum. Monday, 8, healing .

Wednesday, 8, public meeting .

Woolwich and Plumstead . - Perseverance Hall, Villas-rd .,

Plumstead . — 7, Mr. H. Wright, address and clairvoyance

Wednesday, 8 p.m. , experience meeting ; clairvoyance by
Mrs. Smith .

Holloway . — Grovedale Hall(near Highgate Tube Station ).

-11.15, Mr. T. 0. Todd, “ The Higher Phasesof Christ's

Mediumship ” ; 3 , Lyceum ; 7, Mr. and Mrs. Brownjohn.

Wednesday, 9th, Mrs.Fielder.' Thursday, 10th, 8 p.m.,Mrs.
Mary Gordon, educational lecture on ar Names and Num

bers," taken from audience. Admission free. Silver collec

tion in aid of building fund.

Brighton Spiritualist Brotherhood . - Old Steine Hall.

11.30 and 7 , Mrs. Neville, addresses and clairvoyance . Also

Monday, 7.45, psychic readings. Thursday, 7.45, questions
and clairvoyance. Friday, 7.30 , Guild . Forward Move

ment : Sunday next, Atheneum Hall,3 p.m., Mr. A. Vout

Peters, lecture, “ Sorrow and Death ' in Relation to Life ,'

followed by clairvoyance. Tuesday , 7.30 , AthenæumHall,

concert in aid of the Forward Movement Fund, arrangert bý
Mrs. Steir.

This volume gives, in condensed but readable andpopular

form , a survey of the whole subject of " Spiritualism and

Psychical Research .” It will be invaluable to those readers

who have no time to study the extensive literature of the

subject, and those who do wish to read further will find here

a safe guide to all that is best . And the book will be inte

resting not least to those already acquainted with psychical

things, for the author deals with the matter in the light of

his owu first-hand experiences, which have extended over

many years ; and on the literary and controversial side his

treatment of materialistic and Roman Catholic criticisms is a

piece of brilliant sword -play which he obviouslyenjoys. Yet

he is not a Spiritualist or a violent partisan . He treats the

subject in a truly scientific spirit, and is anxious only to get

at the truth - to follow the facts without prejudice.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle contributes a six -page Introduc

tion , describing his own attitude, and giving interesting

personal details of a visit to the author.

CONTENTS .

Introduction by Sir A. Conan Confirmatory Phenomena in

Doyle. India .

Antecedents of Modern Spirit- Ghosts.

ualism . On Evidence, Proof, and

Swedenborg Belief.

Confluence of Swedenbor- Spiritualism as a Religion .

gianism and Mesmerism in Materialistic Objections.

America. Roman Catholic and Mystical

The Hydesville Knockings . Objections.

Early Days in England. Some Protestant Objections.

William Stainton Moses. Fechner's Theory of Life after

The Society for Psychical Death .

Research . Spiritualistic Conceptions of

Physical Phenomena. After -Death Conditions.

Cloth , 260 pages, 8s. nett post free.

OFFICE OF “ LIGHT," 6, QUEEN SQUARE, LONDON , W.C. 1 .

STEAD THE MAN :

PERSONAL REMINISCENCES.

By EDITH K. HARPER .

With Introduction by Major -General Sir Alfred

E. Turner, K.C.B.

SOCIAL EVENING . - On Saturday, the 29th ult ., the Little

Ilford Society of Christian Spiritualists held the third of a

series of four social evenings, arranged on behalf of its New

Church Fund. So far , they have realised a clear profit of

over £ 20. The dances were much enjoyed, as also was the

Test of theprogramme, consisting of songs by Miss Stella

Thompson ,Miss HildaStephens and Mr. Bernard Self, a reci

tation by Mr. Stephens and a clever ventriloqual sketch by

Mrs. Nita Barrow . Hearty thanks were voted at the close

to Mrs. Jamrach , who organised and carried out the arrange

ments and to the artistes, pianist and the helpers at the

refreshment stall .-- A . J.

“ Subdue the angry by friendliness ; overcome evil with

good ; conquer those that are greedy by liberality, and the

liar with the speech of truth ." DHAMMAPADA (From

" Lotus Blossoms." Price 7 d . post free . )

SUNDAY, April 6th , 7. p.m. Paper by Ananda Metteya,

Kamma, " at Buddhist Society , 43, Penywern Road (near

Earl's Court Station ).

Particulars of lectures and literature on application.

This volume deals especially with the last few years of his

life . In particular, his investigations in the field of Psychical

Research are fully and exhaustively dealt with. The portrait

presented is that of a man of forceful originality and chivalrous

self-devotion, whose two ruling passions were an ardent love

for his fellow -men and an intense realisation of the constant

presence of a spiritual world as real and as warmly pulsing

with life as the world of flesh and blood around us .

CONTENTS :~A House of Many Rooms-The Beginnings of

Seership - My First Meeting with W. T. Stead - Who is Julia ?

-His Confession of Faith - The Story of Borderland-The

Signpost-The M.P. for Russia-Automatic Writing -- Memo

ries - Catherine the Great-How I Know the Dead Return

Mecca and Medina-Julia's Day-The Aeroplane—The True

Spiritualism - A Prophetic Message -- A Golden Year - The

Voice of Gladstone - Can Telepathy Explain AU ?-The World

Man-The Talisman from Poland - Notes by the Way

Traveller, Must you Go ?—The Promised Land-Some Dates

in the Life of W. T. Stead - Appendix.

Cloth , 262 pages ; eight full -page Illustrations ;

5s.6d, net post free.

OFFICE OF " LIGHT," 6, QUEEN SQUARE, LONDON , W.O. 1 .

-

“ I Heard a Voice, " or, The Great Exploration.

By a King's Counsel.

Mostinterestingexperiences which the author has had in spirit com

modication entirely bymeans ofthe psychic gifts unexpectedly discovered

in bis two young daughters . No assistance has been had from professional

mediume . From being sceptical of the existence of any genuine power

of spirit-ipiercourse, he has been converted to a confident belief both in

the existence and in tbe benefit (iſ properly usea ) of such power, by the

overwhelming evidence with which he has been confronted in his own

tamily.

Sir A. CONAN DOYLE writes : “ I have been deeply interested in this

book . The whole scheme of life beyond cxactly confirms many previous

statements, and surely the agreement of independent witnesses mustmake
a strong - to my mind an overwhelming- case. I would do anything to

help this cause,which seems to me the greatest thing in the world . "

Cloth , 2nd Edition , 278 pages , 7/11 net, post free.

OFFICE OF " LIGHT," 6, QUEEN SQUARE, LONDON , W.O. 1 .

A LITTLE PILGRIM IN THE UNSEEN.

By MRS. OLIPHANT.

( Including “ The Little Pilgrim Goes Up Higher . " )

An attempt to follow a gentle soul, which never knew doubt, into the

Now World and to catch a glimpse of something of its glory.

Cloth, 147 pages, 2/3 net, post free .

OFFICE OF LIGHT, 6, QUEEN SQUARE, LONDON, W.0.1.

Twowo or three ladies and gentlemen wanted to
join private circle for investigation . Will anyone interested

communicate with J. H. D. , 5, Garway-road, W. 2.
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Spirit Teachings. Through the Mediumship of Life and Spiritual Experiences of E. Dawson
. Stainton ( .

Writing. With a Biography by Charlton T. Speer and two full -page

portraits ; eighth edition. Cioth, 324 pages, 6s. 60.

n the Threshold of the Unseen . An Ex

amination of the Phenomena of Spiritualism and of the Evi

dence for Survival after Death. By Sir William Barrett, F.R.S.

Cloth , 336 pages , 8s.

Our . ,40.11d.

On

ur Life After Death. By the Rev. Arthur

Chambers . Cloth ,

ur Self after Death . By the Rev. Arthur
U Chambers. 170 pages, 3s. lld .

,9

199 pages, 58. 5d .

ansisaSpirit ACollectionofspontaneous Visions, Previsions,andMiracles in Modern
And

Spiritualism ; Its History , Phenomena and Hafed, Prince of Persia ; His Experience in
:

Doctrine. By J. Arthur Hill. Introduction by Sir A. Conan

Doyle. Cloth, 270 pages, 88.

Earth - Life andSpirit-Life, being Spirit Communicationsreceived

through Mr. David Duguid, the Glasgow Trance -Paintiog Medium .

With an Appendix containing communications from the Spirit Artists ,

Ruisdal and Steen . 592 pp. , 68. 6d . post free.

The Harmonial Philosophy. A Compendium and

Digest of the Works of Andrew Jackson Davis, the American

Seer. Cloth , 424 pages, 11s .
, 8fd

Objections to Spiritualism Answered. By H. A.

. By W. J. Colville. Telepathy, Genuine andFraudulent. ByW.
Cloth, 320 pages, 4s uld.

Wortley Baggally. With preface by Sir 0. Lodge. Cloth, 94

pages, 3s. 9d .

Hu
uman Magnetism ; or, How to Hypnotise. A

Practical Handbook for Students of Mesmerism . By Professor

James Coates. With Ten Plates, showing inductiou of phenomena,

Experimental and Curative. Third Edition. Cloth , 6s. 6d.

Heard a Voice ; or, The Great Exploration. By
a King's Counsel. Spirit Communioations by automatic writing,

through his two young daughters. Cloth, 272 pages, 78. 11d.

Seeing the Invisible. Practical Studies in Psy- OurLiving Dead. Talks with Unknown Friends.

9

The

chometry, Thought Transference, Telepathy, and Allied Phe- Cloth, 160 pages, 28. 8d.

nomena. By James Coates, Ph.D., F.A.S. Cloth, 6s. 6d.

Photographing the Invisible. Practical Studies My
y Father. Personal and Spiritual Reminis

cences. By Estelle W. Stead. The life of W. T. Stead. Cloth ,

in SpiritPhotography, Spirit Portraiture and other Rare, but
Allied Phenomena. By James Coates, Ph.D., F.A.S. With 90 photo

378 pages , 2s . 9fd.

graphs. Cloth, 68. 6d.

Gone
Lone West. Three Narratives of After -Deatb

The Gift of the Spirit. Essays by Prentice
Experiences. Communicated to J , S. M. Ward, B.A. Cloth ,

Mulford. Edited by A. E. Waite. 4s . 11d .

359 pages, 5s.6d .

Reminiscences. By Alfred Smedley. Includ- Teachings of a loweronTransmitted, by writing
.

through M. E. Introduction ,

pages , ls . 7d.

The
The Little Pilgrim in the Unseen . By Mrs. The New Revelation . By Sir A. Conan Doyle.

TheOliphant. Cloth, 28, 3d .

.

Cloth, 170 pages , 5s . 4d .

from Julia . Given through W. T. Stead. Cloth, 3s . 11d. Private Dowding. A PlainRecord of the After
Death Experiences of a Soldier. Cloth, 109 pages , 2s . 10d .

Practical Psychometry : Its Value and How it
Hara ls.

There
There is noDeath. By Florence Marryat. Cloth,

265 pages, 2s . 10d .

Practical Yoga. A Series of Thoroughly

Practical Lessons upon the Philosophy and Practice of Yoga with The Ministry of Angels Hereand Beyond. By
á chapter devoted to Persian Magic. By0 Hashnu Hara. 1s . 5d.

Where Meretesir Phantasms ;between Matter and Spirit . By Sir William Earnshaw Cooper. F. W. H. Myers, and F. Podmore. Abridged edition , prepared by

Cloth, 4s , 6d . Mrs. Henry Sidgwick . Dealing with Telepathy and Apparitions ;

16 Spirit Drawings. Cloth, 520 pages, 16s . 60.

The
The Voices. A Sequel to Glimpses of the Next

State. Accounts of Sittings for the Direct Voice in 1912-13 . By TheThe Undiscovered Country .
Vice-Admiral W. Usborne Moore. Cloth, 461 pages , 4s .

A Sequence of

Spirit Messages describing Death and the After World . Edited

by Harold Bayley. Cloth , 270 pages, 6s . 6d .

Speaking Across the Border Line. Letters from
a Husband in Spirit Life to His Wife on Earth . Paper covers,

23. 3d . Art Linco Binding, 3s . 4d Gospel'sSecret Doctrine of Christianity , Intercoursewith Spirits

of the Dead ,TheNew Revelation By Leon Denis. Cloth , 286 pages,

Not
ot Silent, if Dead . By H. (Haweis) . Through 48. 5d .

the Mediumship of Parma. Cloth, 23. 11d.

The
The Human Aura and the Significance of

ere and Hereafter. A Treatise on Spiritual
HerPbilosophy, offering a Scientific and Rational Solution of the

Colour . By W.J. Colville . ls . 4fd .
Problem uf Life and Death. By Leon Denis . Cloth, 4s . 5d .

A
Course of Practical Psychic Instruction. The aventures of owo Clairvoyantes. By Þ. and H. Severn.Next Room Experiences, Visions and

Cloth, 7s .

Cloth , 136 pages, ls . 4d .

Spiritualism . 4 Philosophy of Life. ByWCloth , 76 pages Spiritualism in the Bible. By E.W. and M.H.
d.

The
Mhe Life Elysian. Being More Leaves from the

Autobiography of a Soul in Paradise. Recorded for the author

Me
ediumship Explained . By E. W. and M. H.

by R. J. Lees . Cloth , 335 pages , 4s . 5d . Wallis. Boards, 96 pages, 2s . 2 d .
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